Use is restricted to roadways where average daily traffic is fewer than 2,000 vehicles per day and good sight distance exists. Use during daylight hours only.

Do not park vehicles or equipment on opposite side of work area.

A work vehicle displaying vehicle warning lights may be substituted for the Type III barricade.

Refer to Figure 8030.101 for symbol key and sign spacing.

Flagger Notes:

Allow traffic in the open lane to flow freely.

Stop the first vehicle in the closed lane from the flagger position shown, then move toward the centerline to stop other vehicles.

A second flagger may be required when the flagger's view of approaching traffic in the open lane is less than 1/4 mile or the work site is in an area of restricted sight distance (such as a No Passing Zone); and excessive traffic delays and conflicts are encountered.

If second flagger is required, refer to Figure 8030.106.